
2015 MOSAIC COURSES
(ALPHA LISTING)

Archeological Mysteries (David Noel, CISD Science Specialist)
July: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades What exactly do we really know about our ancient past? 
Every day it appears that while we learn more, there are yet more mysteries just around 
the corner waiting to be unearthed or discovered under the depths of the sea. 
Stonehenge: How and why was it created?  The Lost City of Atlantis: is the story based 
upon the eruption of Santorini in 1620 B.C. that destroyed the Minoan civilization? The 
Pyramids of Egypt: How were they constructed?  We are still finding new passages and 
mysterious shafts in the pyramids and experts have begun using Google Earth to 
discover new pyramid complexes out in the desert that no one even knew existed 
before. Learners will dive deep into these and other archeological mysteries. 
Ceramics (Shannon Weaver, CMSN)
June and July: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades In this workshop students will explore the 
hand-building techniques of pinch, slab and coil with clay. They will make several 
projects during the week which can be picked up at a later date (will be announced 
during the class), once the kiln firing process has been completed. Students who wish 
to glaze or paint their projects will have an opportunity to do so at a later date to be 
announced in class. Additional material fee – $20
Chess (Dr Alexey Root, Senior Lecturer UTD)
July: 4th-8th grades  Chess class will cover the moves of chess, including castling, en 
passant, and pawn promotion. As students master chess rules, they will learn basic 
checkmates, such as the two-rook mate. Students will also read and write chess using 
algebraic chess notation. Experienced chess players will help others learn and will also 
be given advanced chess puzzles to solve. For the last 30 minutes of the Monday 
through Thursday classes, students play chess against one another in a tournament 
setting. For the last 45 minutes on Friday, Dr. Root will play all the students (and their 
parent helpers) in a simultaneous exhibition.
Circuits! Circuits! Circuits! (Kristin Huckle, Pinkerton)
June: 4th-6th grades Create a Circuit Circus! You will be AMAZED at the circuits we 
will work with all week! We will be using unique products that allow learners to draw 
circuits with pens. Electrical and Computer Science Engineering exploration couldn't be 
any more creative! Our circuits will host moving parts and lights to create items that 
travel upon hand-drawn paths, ending with a "grand finale" of a moveable circus 
performance.  Additional material fee - $25 



Coding isn’t just for computer whizzes, says Mitch Resnick of MIT Media Lab — it’s for 
everyone. If you learn to code, you can code to learn. Now some of the things you can 
learn are sort of obvious. You learn more about how computers work. But that's just 
where it starts. When you learn to code, it opens up for you to learn many other things. 
Now you can create new technologies! MOSAIC students learn and leave knowing (and 
using) the basics for a lifetime:
 
 Scratch (UTD) June and July: 4th-6th grades Scratch is an enjoyable 
introduction to programming using your creativity. With Scratch, you can program 
your own interactive stories, games, and animations — and share your creations with 
others. Scratch helps young people learn to think creatively, reason systematically, and 
work collaboratively — essential skills for life in the 21st century. Scratch is a 
project of the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT Media Lab.
 Explore-Coding-Tools (UTD) June and July: 4th-6th grades With an 
abundance of web-based tools to learn coding, we will work with one tool each day and 
get introduced to coding concepts in an engaging way. Leave class armed with skills 
and an appetite for continuing to explore coding.
 Alice (UTD) June and July: 6th-8th grades This workshop is perfect for middle 
school students who have not done any programming so far. It uses drag and drop 
programming, which means there is no room for syntax errors! You can convert  your 
idea to code quickly and see it in action! You can code 3D animations or games with 
ease. Alice comes with a powerful graphics library that minimizes coding effort.
 JavaScript (UTD) June and July: 6th-8th grades While instant drawing output 
keeps the students' enthusiasm, students will get used to dealing with syntax errors in a 
friendly way. This workshop is perfect for students who have done little bit of 
programming using Alice/Scratch/Robots, etc., but have not spent much time with C/C+
+/Java yet.
Creative Writing (Diane Ramsay, Media Center and Writing Educator)
July: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades Students will write and integrate technology seamlessly 
throughout the week. Using Animoto, student’s poetry will become a music video. Voki’s 
will turn commercials into talking heads mastered by students. Powerpoint or 
S’more.com will guide the way through a student’s short story, and most importantly, 
students will discover online tools to publish their choice of writing. All work will be 
displayed on the class’s wiki where students can safely share and respond to each 
other’s work. It will be a class designed for the 21st century learner.
Digital Graphics (Samantha Cast, CMSE)
June & July: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades Have you ever wanted to see an advertisement 
about you?  What about your face merged onto the body of another person? Are you 
interested in creating different types of graphics and posters? Working with digital 



graphics builds skills like attention to detail, design sense, problem solving ability and 
software knowledge. In this creative class, students will explore graphic design through 
the use of Adobe Photoshop. 
Doodling, Zentangle-Like Designs (Gail Cary, CMSW)
June & July: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades Love to doodle? Want to expand your creativity 
and make some impactful, beautiful art at the same time? Join this class if you like to 
draw structured and repetitive patterns to make great art! Parents, recent research in 
neuroscience, psychology and design shows that doodling can help people stay 
focused, grasp new concepts and retain information. A blank page also can serve as an 
extended playing field for the brain, allowing people to revise and improve on creative 
thoughts and ideas.  In this class you will draw with pens, shade with pencil and colored 
pencils, and even paint with watercolor on various papers and mat-board.  You will get 
to keep your leftover supplies so you can continue to have more creative fun at home! 
Additional material fee: $20
Dragon, Dragons, DRAGONS! (Linka Behn, Denton Artist)
June & July: 4th-6th grades Pachua, Gronkle, StrikeHorn, Ancalagon the Black, 
Glaedr...All Dragons of myth and Fables...Well I WANT ONE! Learners get to make their 
own wacky dragon: colorful, strange, with weird wings and crazy legs and googly eyes, 
made of imagination and creativity one only each learner can create! They will sculpt 
their dragon, then paint and refine and add details during the week. All ready to come 
home with them and their imagination on the last day! Additional Material Fee - $10
Duct Tape Creations (Brittany Reese, CMSN)
July: 4th-8th grades Creative opportunity for students of all ages to use their 
imagination to dream. Students will learn to make wallets, flowers, and other fun items 
out of duct tape. Duct tape creations often lead to home business opportunities and/or 
gift making solutions for birthdays and other occasions - building independence and 
opportunity to learn life skills. Additional Material Fee - $15
Environmental Science: From Trash to Treasure (Beth Reynolds, Enviro Specialist)
June: 4th-6th grades Learn about turning items bound for the trash into TREASURE 
as we make homemade paper, create "found item" art, explore how businesses like 
Terracycle upcycle items like juice pouches and glue sticks, and learn how nature 
makes the ultimate treasure by turning dead plants into fertilizer. Class may include 
some safe dumpster diving, trash collection, gardening, and art exhibition.
Environmental Science: Eco Leaders (Beth Reynolds, Environmental Specialist)
June: 6th-8th grades  Join other students who care about taking care of the Earth to 
develop the skills necessary to be competitive for internships, volunteer work, and 
scholarship applications, running sustainable businesses, engaging communities in 



social problem solving, and more. At the same time learn more about yourself and your 
interests as you explore careers in the the fields of environmental science, marketing, 
environmental engineering, urban planning, and alternative energy system design; all 
while learning how to make the world a better place.
Geo-Environmental Disasters (David Noel, CISD Science Specialist)
June: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades Volcanoes! Hurricanes! Earthquakes! Tsunamis and 
more! What can we learn from the great natural disasters of the past? Disasters are 
dynamic forces which can change the Earth pervasively, rapidly, or abruptly, and which 
can generate lasting effects on the natural and built environments. Mt Vesuvius and the 
destruction of Pompeii in 79 A.D., Great Hurricane and the destruction of Galveston in 
1900, Great San Francisco Earthquake of 1906, Fukushima Tsunami, of 2011, Joplin, 
Missouri Tornado outbreak of 2011, Great Blizzard of 1888, the Great Flood of 1993, 
etc.  Explore like an earth, atmospheric or life scientist! 
Ideas Worth Spreading - Find Your Voice (Elisa Farrell, Richard J Lee)
June: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades Tell the world all about your passion for Minecraft. 
Persuade your audience to do a cartwheel every day! The sky is the limit when learners 
plan, create, and present their very own TED talks. TED Talks are all about “spreading 
ideas worth sharing," and in this course learners will do exactly that. They will build their 
persuasive and/or expository writing skills, practice public speaking (with a time limit), 
experience the design loop of feedback and improvement, and most importantly, let 
loose their creativity!
It's Alive!! Creative Robotics  (Mike Yak, CHS & Amy Yakubovsky, CMSE)
June & July: 6th-8th grades (space is limited)  STEAM classes put the Art into 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math for an integrated, holistic, and creative 
approach to learning.  This new category of classes engages learners in deep learning 
across content areas and through multiple learning styles. Students will use LEGO NXT 
Robots to explore the world of engineering by building remote control "puppets." Create 
with technology and then turn to art by learning the proper techniques to creating and 
writing a puppet script in addition to designing unique puppets.  Finally, by implementing 
STEM techniques and technology, learners will bring their robot puppet to life for their 
puppet performance.  Additional Material Fee - $10
Journalism 1: Everybody Has A Story (Chase Wofford, CHS)
June: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades Behind every person is a great story. It is your job as a 
journalist to find and tell this story. This week, participants will learn how to find a great 
story, interview your subjects and compose great content as a journalist. See if you 
have the write stuff! 
Note: Students are encouraged to bring items such as laptops, cameras, tablets or smartphones if they 
have access to them. However, it is not required that students have any of these items for the workshop.



Journalism 2: Backpack Journalism and Convergence Media (Chase Wofford,CHS) 
July: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades Just like a great handyman, today’s journalists are able 
to utilize many tools. They can write a story, take photographs, film and edit video, post 
to social media, and package it all together for their audience. This week, participants 
will develop into 21st century journalists by learning how to do it all. With a smartphone, 
tablet or laptop, anybody can be a reporter, but not everybody can be a journalist!
Note: Students are encouraged to bring items such as laptops, cameras, tablets or smartphones if they 
have access to them. However, it is not required that students have any of these items for the workshop.
Mining and Crafting (Bricks4kids, Coppell)
June & July: 4th-6th grades A perfect course for the Lego® bricks and Minecraft® 
lover in your house. This fast paced fun STEM minicamp combines hands-on and game 
based learning. Participants will bring to life the virtual world of Minecraft® with Lego® 
bricks and create mobs, critters, tools and much more. In game based learning, 
campers will collaborate to learn and play in the educator version of Minecraft® to solve 
daily challenges that require 21st century skills such as problem solving, team work, 
creativity, critical thinking, communication and digital citizenship.
(Mock) Trial at Hogwarts (Joe Gaasbeck, SMU Law Student)
June & July: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades Hogwarts is being sued, and you are in the trial! 
Will you be an attorney defending Hogwarts or representing the family that is suing? Or 
maybe you were a witness to the incident, and you will be called to the stand to testify. 
Students will learn about the Justice System by evaluating and presenting a case in a 
mock trial based on the Harry Potter series (no knowledge of the books is required, we 
are simply using the setting and characters). Improve your advocacy skills by 
developing your ability to think critically and communicate effectively. You will have 4 
days to work through the evidence and prepare your case, then we will have a trial. 
What really happened at Hogwarts? It's up to you to convince the jury of the truth!
Physician/Nurse Wanna Be's!  (Marcia Moore, CMSW)
June: 6th-8th grades (Class size is limited to 8 students) Learn basics of first aid, 
understand CPR, and how to handle an emergency! Thinking about a career in the 
medical profession some day? Pediatrics? Nursing? Or do you just want to earn top 
money as an "expert" sitter? Safe Sitter® prepares young teens and pre-teens for the 
responsibility of nurturing and protecting children through hands-on training with 
medically-trained experts. Join us!
Rainbow Looming (Brittany Reese, CMSN)
July: 4th-8th grades Make customized bracelets out of rubber bands! Rainbow Loom 
encourages social interaction, builds fine motor skills, and inspires creativity. This class 
is for students who love the latest craze of making rubber band bracelets. Students will 



share their knowledge with others and learn how to make special designs. Colorful, 
imaginative fun! Additional material fee - $10
Rocket Science (Amy Snyder, CHS Physics)
June and July: 4th-6th, 6th-8th grades (space limited) Mission: Design and build 
your own rocket by applying aerodynamics, measurement and design skills. Think 
beyond commercially offered rocket kits. This class will provide enough parts for each 
student to build 2-3 rockets from scratch. You will learn and apply the real science and 
math of rocketry as you experiment with rocket fin size and shape, center of pressure 
and center of mass. As a final challenge, you will use technology and software to 
maximize the altitude of your rocket. Reach for the stars! Additional material fee — $30
Self Portrait “ME, Me and yes, ME!” (Linka Behn, Denton Artist)
June and July: 6th-8th grades  Selfies  something different! Learners will start with a 
few pics, a selfie, mom’s favorite photo (ok maybe not mom’s favorite baby photo), or 
maybe something their Bestie took of them. They will make some great mixed media art 
out of it. Pop art with color! Words for hair! Layers and collage! Something awesome to 
hang, share, give away something that is of them, by them! Additional Material Fee - $10
Web Development Continues... (Christian Genco, SMU Graduate Student)
June: 6th-8th grades (double blocked - 3 hour course - advanced) Use HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript to create dynamic and interactive web services. Learn how to turn 
your business ideas into published web apps. Intermediate knowledge of HTML, CSS, 
and JavaScript is a mandatory prerequisite (the free KhanAcademy.org "HTML/CSS" 
and "Intro to JS: Drawing & Animation" courses fill this requirement; students enrolling in 
this course should already be proficient at creating basic web pages). 
Note: This is a great class to take after last summer's Web Dev class.


